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I. Introduction
The boom in public-law conflicts in Brazilian courts 3 has been associated with an identity crisis in its model of administrative justice 4 , which bears traces of the U.S. legal system even though it is discordant with the Brazilian culture of administrative law, which is still tied to the French and German models in many respects. 5 on that subject, Rivero warned that "even in those aspects in which Anglo-Saxon influence reaches its high point in Latin-American administrative law, it does not appear to extend to legal technique: the sources, categories and methods of reasoning remain the same as those of Continental European law, with few exceptions". cases, an increase of 1.4% relative to 2011. Although the judges are trying more cases each year, the total number of judgments (1 million or 4.7%) was lower than the increase in new cases (2.2 million or 8.4%), which means that the number of cases tried was 12% lower than the total number of cases entered in the records. there is no way to determine the exact percentage of cases that involved the public administrative authorities, but such disputes are estimated to account for the majority of them, over 50% of the total number. there are four indications that lead to this conclusion: (i) in 2012, out of the total number of 64 million cases pending from prior years, 39.9% were tax enforcement cases, while, in 2013, 41.4% of the total of 66.7 million pending cases were tax enforcement cases; (ii) over the past 20 years, the public authorities have been a party to 90% of the total number of judicial proceedings tried in the Federal Supreme Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal or "StF"), also known as the Constitutional Court; (iii) 498 out of the 693 Supreme Court cases with general repercussions, i.e., 71% of them, concerned public law (administrative law, tax law and social security law); (iv) dos 721 recursos de efeito repetitivo no Superior tribunal de Justiça / StJ [Superior Court of Justice], 360 of the 721 precedentsetting Supreme Courts appeals concerned public law, which therefore amounts to 50% of the total." (conSelho nacional de JuStiça, JuStiça em númeroS [ ProceSSo, 293 (2015) ). 4 It is necessary to point out the scope and context of the terminology used in this text. the expression "contencioso administrativo" [administrative litigation] refers to claims or challenges by an individual against the actions of an administrative authority. the expression "administrative jurisdiction" means the jurisdictional service intended to resolve administrative litigation, and "administrative justice" refers to the state bodies responsible for such jurisdictional action (uniVerSidade federal fluminenSe, academic ProJect of the PoStGraduate ProGram in adminiStratiVe JuStice -PPGJa/uff (2008) available at http://bit.ly/1A1xFy4).
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See Perlingeiro, supra note 3. 
In early 19
th -Century Europe, many considered administrative jurisdiction to be an attribute of the Executive Branch itself, inherent in its power of "autotutela" [power to correct its own decisions and errors]. Later, however, such jurisdiction became divided between the public administrative authorities and autonomous courts, so that a judicial appeal to the courts became the second level of authority of an administrative jurisdiction that originated in the public authorities. Since the late 19 th Century, however, Continental Europe has shown a preference for entrusting administrative dispute resolution exclusively to courts that tend to be specialised and have broad powers of review, in order to make up for a system of administrative law in which the authorities lack effective autonomous decision-making power. 7 In the United States, on the other hand, with the development of its unified traditional judicial system (generalized courts), the tendency is to divide the exercise of the administrative jurisdictional activities between the Executive and the Judiciary, not as in the beginnings of European administrative justice 8 but rather based on a model in which administrative decisions are made by authorities who have a certain degree of independence (quasi-judicial bodies, administrative tribunals), in a non-judicial proceeding with guarantees approximating due process of law; the -nonspecialised -Judiciary can modify such decisions only if they are obviously unreasonable and the authority of the courts to examine the underlying facts of the case is restricted (limited judicial review). 9 This culture of common law in Latin America, without prior contextualization, creates a risk of driving the model of administrative justice to either of two extremes: on the one hand, duplicate jurisdictions, with public authorities and courts which have similar independence, specialisation and broad powers of review, resulting in higher costs, uncertainty and delays in conflict resolution; on the other, an absence of jurisdiction, since administrative authorities that lack independence and are therefore incapable of ensuring a fair non-judicial administrative proceeding co-exist with non- specialised courts that choose to defer to the technical expertise and regulatory power of the authorities or else, with the same practical effect of such "administrative deference", opt to decide the case themselves even without the proper expertise to try to subject matter sub judice. In either case, the administrative authorities and courts may weaken themselves as jurisdictional bodies, especially from the standpoint of their reliability vis-à-vis one another and in the eyes of the private claimants.
The Brazilian model tends towards the absence of jurisdiction: with the advent of the Republic, in 1891, under the avowed influence of U.S. constitutionalism an undivided judicial system was set up for both the administrative jurisdiction and ordinary jurisdiction (generalized courts), which still remains in effect today; moreover, the 1988 Constitution raised (non-judicial) administrative due process of law to the category of a fundamental right, making it a prerequisite for administrative decisions restricting individual rights.
Since the public administrative authorities lack prerogatives to settle conflicts with effective independence, however, the Judiciary is being asked to perform increasingly intense judicial review in its supervision of administrative actions. This results in widespread frustration: on the one hand, with courts that defer to the authorities (as is typical of the U.S. model with its quasi-judicial bodies), on the other, vis-à-vis courts often criticised by the authorities for going too far with the intensity of supervision (typical of the Continental-European model with its dualist and specialised jurisdiction).
one puzzling example in Brazil is the need for judicial intervention in order to enforce decisions by the tax authorities. There are approximately 25 million tax enforcement claims in progress, representing 40% of the judicial proceedings in progress in the nation. 10 In fact, the Brazilian legal community has the general impression that the public administrative authorities are not empowered to initiate acts of enforcement for their decisions for their own account or even to conduct fair proceedings that result in restrictive decisions, especially in the states and municipalities of inland Brazil where, besides lacking independence, the tax officials do not always have legal expertise.
Paradoxically, however, it is feared that "dejudicialising" tax enforcement claims would increase the number of judicial conflicts, so great is the possibility of administrative errors; it is therefore thought better for the enforcement action to be carried out ab initio in the Judiciary, with any judicial resulting errors corrected in court, as well. 11 As shown above, the ad- ministrative authorities are practically deprived of any role in tax law, since the power to enforce administrative decisions is relegated to the Judiciary as though it were the longa manus of the administrative authorities; thus, even though enforcement is a typical administrative function (attribute of self-enforceability of administrative decisions), the power to resolve tax enforcement conflicts is concentrated in the hands of a non-specialised judge. In Germany, tax decisions are enforced by the tax authorities themselves. 12 The high degree of credibility of the German public administrative authorities, inherited from Prussian professionalism, 13 gives people a feeling of impartiality even without prerogatives guaranteeing effective independence, so that, in practice, the specialised judges, despite their broad powers, are not often called upon to exercise them. The reality of the German model of administrative justice demonstrates that the Continental-European system is not synonymous with excessive judicial review, which, on the contrary, is a symptom of debilitated public administrative authorities; such weakness might be aggravated if other countries adopted models of administrative justice without making the necessary adjustments to their own specific cultural reality.
This article will try to show that episodic influence of U.S. constitutionalism in Latin American countries in the wake of their republican independence movements in the 19 th Century led the majority of the new nations (e.g., Brazil) to a system of unified jurisdiction in the Judiciary (monist system), breaking off from its origins in Continental Europe, which adhered to a dualist judicial model in which the administrative jurisdiction is structured separately from the jurisdiction over private law.
Moreover, in the same way that Brazil can be criticised for ignoring the new version of the French Conseil d'état in the late 19 th Century (justice déléguée), it is possible that, in the future, no one will be able to understand why Latin-American countries maintained the system of unified jurisdiction without taking into consideration the corresponding evolution of U.S. administrative law.
Against that backdrop, the purpose of this study is explore topics inherent in the basic structure of a model of administrative justice 14 nevertheless, it is quite likely that the liberal ideas of La Pepa originated in the north-American colonies and England, from which the monist judicial system would also be imported later. According to Congleton, the list of functions of the Legislative Branch contained in Article 131 of Cadiz did not correspond to anything in Continental Europe of 1812 but rather to the U.S. Legislature and thus, implicitly, to the English Parliament. 18 The truth is that certain Spanish-American Constitutions had already been approved before 1812, as in the case of Argentina, Chile and Venezuela in 1811.
19
The Reglamento Orgánico of 22 October 1811 of the Junta Grande, considered the first proto-Argentine Constitution, "organically [adopted] 16 According to Rivero, in the current state of the art, it would be rash to conclude that a real Latin-American system administrative law exists (riVero, supra note 6, at 222 The Executive Branch shall not hear any judicial cases or attend to any lawsuits, whether pending or closed, nor order any trials to be re-opened, nor change the system of administration of justice, nor hear the cases of higher or lower magistrates or other subordinate judges and civil servants, which cases shall be reserved for the Tribunal de la Real Audiencia or Comisión, which, where appropriate, shall appoint the Junta Conservadora.
It is worth pointing out the origin in the U.S. of the Junta Grande of 22 October 1811, as noted by Valadés:
[…] The Secretary of the Government Junta, Mariano Moreno, did a translation of the US Constitution of 1787, to which he made some changes in the numbering and contents. Certain authors consider that study to be a sort of rough draft of the constitution [..] on 18 December 1810, the First Junta interpreted the Reglamento of 25 May and decided that it should also include parliamentary representatives from the inland areas of the Vice-Regency. When the number of its members reached twenty-two in 1811, it changed its name to Conservative Junta (i.and., conserving the rights of Fernando VII), more commonly known as the Second Junta or Junta Grande. [...].
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If that thesis is correct, Moreno's work may be considered the first organic constitutional initiative of the Republic of Argentina.
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In fact, the above-cited Article 243 of the Constitution of Cadiz (according to which neither the Cortes nor the King could exercise under any circumstances judicial functions, rule itself competent to hear pending cases or even order "juicios fenecidos" to be reopened) and Article 242 (according which the courts alone have the power to apply the laws in civil and criminal cases) still have correlations with the provisions of the 19 th Centu- However, the use of the expression "civil and criminal courts" in Article 242 makes it clear that the focus of the provisions is not on preventing administrative dispute resolution by the Executive Branch; rather, the Executive was not supposed to interfere with functions of the Judiciary which, at the time, outside of criminal law, were mainly associated with jurisdiction over private-law cases (even if the public administrative authorities were involved in them), rather than constituting an administrative jurisdiction per se.
Rivero interprets the expression civil rights in Article 92 of the Belgian Constitution of 1831 as follows (in reference to the monist judicial system) 28 : "by 'civil rights', we are to understand all citizens' rights, even those against the State, with the sole exception of interests". 29 In other words, civil rights were the counterpart of political rights, which are identified with legitimate interests (intérêts légitimes), which may also be supervised by the judge according to Article 93 of the Belgian Constitution of 1831.
In that respect, the notion of "civil rights and obligations", as expressed in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights, has always been controversial in the European Court of Human Rights. A draft protocol has been proposed, rewording Article 6 to extend its scope to include any public law issues, but no consensus was reached. This restriction, however, it must be said, is not found in the American Convention on Human Rights, Article 8 of which provides that the guarantees of due process of law are applicable to "rights and obligations of a civil, labor, fiscal, or any other nature".
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A good deal light is shed on this subject by Article 9 of the Reglamento para el Arreglo 1811, considered the first Chilean Constitution: 31 "The executive authority shall hear no judicial cases between the parties, unless solely concerning matters of the government [acte du gouvernement], public treasury and war"; in other words, only governmental issues were admitted for hearing by the Executive, issues that were inherent in the executive powers and over which it had exclusive jurisdiction to decide. Worded differently, but with the same practical effect, the Constitution of Paraguay of 1870 32 in the late 19 th Century prohibited the Executive from ruling on administrative disputes (contentieux administratifs -a rather fluid and restrictive expression at the time). In fact, the Executive was prohibited from ruling on conflicts that did not originate in administrative actions or interests, that is to say, the Judiciary had the sole authority to settle "administrative disputes", which tended to be understood as private-law conflicts involving administrative authorities.
What It is true that the Constitution of Cadiz prohibited the performance of judicial functions by the Executive but its most relevant contribution was that it helped create an administrative jurisdiction in Spain in 1888 (Ley de Santamaría Paredes), since at the time it was out of the question to submit certain issues of administrative law to the Judiciary; in other words, it was not considered appropriate for judges to rule on governmental questions or other issues exclusively pertaining to the public administrative authorities. 35 This remained an outgrowth of the influence of the great importance of the independence of the administrative jurisdiction established in French law on the basis of the "justice délleguée" of the Conseil d'état.
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In this context, the new jurisdictional functions of the Spanish State, now specialised, and the administrative jurisdiction in the judicial sphere, in general, like that of the Land of Baden a few years previously, in 1863, 37 had a point in common with the Belgian Constitution of 1831, 38 which was capable of translating the unified judicial model of common law into a "continentalised" version, reconciling the Judiciary with an administrative jurisdiction. Until then, such an administration jurisdiction belonged exclusively to the French system of justice retenue. All of these new functions tended to create a jurisdiction that was autonomous vis-à-vis the public administrative authorities.
In the opinion of Rivero, who recognises the origin of the system of unified jurisdiction over civil and administrative cases in Anglo-Saxon law, the source of inspiration of the Latin-American countries that have consecrated and maintained judicial unity was the Belgian Constitution of 1831. It is true that the laws and Constitution of Belgium did not escape the attention of the Latin-American authors of the period; 39 but it was really the English and U.S. systems that they often cited, considering them to be more appropriate to liberalism, as a counterpoint to the French model of administrative justice that allowed the public administrative authorities to judge themselves. 41 Since, at the time, the Judiciary was conceived of as the only autonomous state structure, it alone was considered responsible for settling administrative disputes; the desire for independence in the administrative jurisdiction was therefore the decisive factor for the spread of the system of unified jurisdiction over civil and administrative cases through Latin America.
Margáin In the latter half of the 19 th Century this debate was becoming obsolete in France and Germany because of the recognition that the administrative jurisdiction could be exercised if it were autonomous from the public administrative authorities even if such jurisdiction is not located in the Judiciary, on the model of the justice déléguée of 1872. According to Sommermann, the discussion that persisted in Continental Europe concerned the model of administrative jurisdiction to be adopted: either monist, typical of common law countries, or dualist, of French origin. It is the dualist version that ended up being successful due to the benefits of specialisation and to the elimination of its main drawback: the lack of independence. It was therefore the jurisdiction specialised in administrative law and autonomous from the public administrative authorities that prevailed in Continental Europe. Taking the example of Brazil, the adoption of the unified judicial system by the Republican Constitution of 1891 is associated with a purely political choice in favour of US liberal constitutionalism, in opposition to the monarchic Brazilian institutions of the time, striking examples of which were the Imperial Council of State and administrative litigation under the system of justice retenue which, for obvious reasons, did not keep up with the evolution of European administrative law (justice déléguée):
44 an autonomous administrative jurisdiction would be contrary to the fundamental principles of the Imperial Constitution of 1824, which remained in force until 1889. 45 The doctrine of administrative law of the latter half of the 19 th Century continued to support the version originating in the French Council of State when they favoured backing the Brazilian Constitution of 1824, considering the Judiciary as a power intended for private law and the Executive as a power intended for public law. 46 The reaction shown by the Republic Constituent Assembly of 1891 in adopting the unified judicial system is therefore understandable.
C. the unified JudiCiAl system in lAtin AmeriCA in the 19 th Century And Questions of GovernAnCe
It is true that in the late 19 th Century, there were no reasons for Latin America to distance itself from the European model of administrative justice; at the time, it seemed clear that the prohibition of exercise of jurisdiction by the Executive, as enshrined in the Constitution of Cadiz, would not prevent the Latin-American systems from keeping up with the evolution of the French model towards an autonomous administrative jurisdiction. The proof of that is what happened throughout Europe, especially in Spain and Portugal, and above all in Belgium, which abandoned the monist judicial system and where the Council of State exercised administrative jurisdiction without the possibility of appeal. . 45 In the opinion of Ribas, clearly opposed to an autonomous administrative jurisdiction, "the creation of judges and courts devoted exclusively to trying such appeals would lead to the same disadvantages unless they could be frely appointed and removed by the government; otherwise, they would be new and costly springs in the already complex and costly administrative mechanism" (antonio th Century, opting instead for autonomous tribunals outside the structure of the Judiciary, although they subsequently back down from their decision: Bolivia (1861-1868, 1871-1878), Panama (1863 Panama ( -1904 , Dominican Republic (1874-1880) and Colombia (1886 Colombia ( -1914 .
The system of unified jurisdiction over civil and administrative cases in Latin America offered no more than the French administrative litigation of the early 19 th Century, because the Executive itself settled the constant disputes about which -quite numerous -issues would be reserved exclusively for the public administrative authorities and immune from the Judiciary ("governmental" issues), as may be observed in the Chilean Constitution of 1833 and Ecuadoran Constitution of 1843. 48 It was a judicial system that, in most LatinAmerican countries, had a restricted field of action, as occurred in Anglo-Saxon law; in that respect the system did not evolve much either in the United States or in the Latin-American countries that still make use of it.
trative jurisdiction with a specific supreme court in the following countries: Germany, Austria, Portugal, Luxemburg, Sweden, Finland, Czech Republic, Poland, Lithuania; there is a judicial system of administrative jurisdiction equipped with a supreme court with common administrative and civil jurisdiction in Spain, Switzerland, Slovenia, Hungary, Romania and Estonia; there is a unified judicial system (monist judicial system) in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Malta and Cyprus; see michel fromont, droit adminiStratif deS étatS euroPéenS [ The fact is that the so-called system of undivided jurisdiction was a logical corollary of the lack of consolidation of administrative law; 49 the administrative jurisdiction resolving administrative disputes -which had previously been easier to conceal among the "poderes de autotutela" [power to correct its own decisions and errors] -was a new activity assigned to supposedly autonomous state bodies, which coincides with what was understood to be administrative law.
Thus, the origin of the system of undivided jurisdiction or, according to Fromont, of the system of civil jurisdiction, 50 is usually identified with Anglo-Saxon law: common law did not adopt administrative law until the late 19 th Century. Moreover, the 19 th Century Latin-American Constitutions reveal a model of judicial supervision of the public administrative authorities of the kind that prevailed in Europe before the French Revolution and, from that perspective, did not differ from the Constitution of Cadiz.
The Continental-European model of single-jurisdiction evolved as administrative law became more firmly established; the Judiciary became increasingly specialised, autonomous non-judicial bodies were created, such as the Conseil d'État of 1872, assigned specific powers to rule on cases of public interest; in practice, this helped limit the scope of administrative of actions that were considered at the time immune to the jurisdiction of the courts.
In this context, the regulatory gap left by the monist judicial system, with quasi jurisdictional immunity of the public administrative authorities, became more obvious as administrative law developed. 51 That gap was subsequently filled in common law countries, however, by creating "administrative bodies invested with jurisdictional powers", according to Rivero, 52 or "primary jurisdiction". 53 49 According to riVero, supra note 6, at 126-127, "an undivided rule and an undivided judge were, for Dicey, the characteristic elements of the rule of law, and the system of administrative law and the principles on which such law is based are undeniably foreign to the spirit and traditions of the British institutions." 50 fromont, supra note 47, at 135 et seq. (2006) . 51 Rivero warns of the ideology unavowed Polizeistaat throughout the 20 th Century, in the United Kingdom, in the name of royal prerogatives, in the United States in the name of state sovereignty; and, in France, the theory of acts of government: riVero, supra note 6, at 159-60. 52 Id. at 129. Rivero clearly associates the weakening of the monist judicial system with the emergence of the "primary jurisdiction" within the Executive, which, in the United The creation of the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) in 1887 in the United States marked the beginning of the administrative tribunals, a combination of the unified judicial model with adversarial proceedings in the area of public administrative authorities. 54 However, that aspect of the U.S. system, which was not well established until the 20 th Century, was never considered by 19 th Century Latin America, for obvious reasons. An irony of history is involved in the evolution of common law towards judicial review which brought an administrative jurisdiction into the heart of the Executive Branch 55 by creating administrative tribunals whose judges, civil servants of the administrative authorities, have a certain degree of independence to resolve disputes, and their decisions are subject to partial review (cf. the Italian notion of delibazione) by the Judiciary. 56 In Continental Europe, administrative law moved in the opposite direction: administrative jurisdiction exercised by the Executive is an exception, 57 in which the elaboration of administrative decisions with the participation of the interested party is more similar to a procedimento (procedure) than to a processo (proceeding), since it does not clearly provide for guarantees of non-judicial due process. Honduras of 1965, 59 with the specialisation of an administrative chamber in the supreme court, 60 as well as the creation of an Administrative Tribunal, which, pursuant to Article 210, did not form part of the Judiciary: the non-judicial tribunal exercised administrative jurisdiction and was subject to review by a supreme court through cassation. 61 The Seventh Amendment of 1977 to the Brazilian Constitution of 1969 provided for the possibility of legislators instituting non-judicial administrative litigation which would be subject to judicial supervision, as in contemporary U.S. judicial review, but it never became well established in practice. In the 19 th Century, as mentioned above, Bolivia (1861-1868, 1871-1878), Panama (1863 Panama ( -1904 , the Dominican Republic (1874-1880) and Colombia (1886-1914) experimented with an administrative tribunal that was autonomous from the Judiciary, and, in the 20 th Century, it was the turn of Guatemala (1927 Guatemala ( -1945 , Ecuador (1929 Ecuador ( -1979 and, once again, Panama (1945 Panama ( -1956 . The Colombian Constitution of 1886 included among the powers of the Council of State, which at the time was a non-judicial body, jurisdiction to rule on administrative litigation, as an undivided level of authority or on the appellate level, in accordance with the law, and also authorised legislators to create tribunals with jurisdiction over administrative disputes involving questions specific to the Departamentos.
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Starting from the constitutional reforms in Guatemala of 1927 77 and 1935 78 , a distinction was drawn between the cases (conflicts) to which the public administrative authorities are a party, maintaining the authority of the ordinary judges, and exclusively administrative cases, which would be under the authority of the Administrative Tribunal-a non-judicial bodywith an undivided level of court.
The Ecuadoran Constitution of 1929 established the authority of the Council of State -a non-judicial body -to provide the jurisdiction over administrative disputes on an undivided level of court 79 ; the 1945 Constitution provided for the Tribunal de Garantias Constitutional, likewise outside the Judiciary, exercising jurisdiction over administrative disputes on an undivided level of court 80 ; and, finally, the terminology of the Constitution of 1967 referred to a judicial jurisdiction and the jurisdiction of the fiscal and administrative tribunals headquartered in Quito, conveying the idea of a non-judicial administrative jurisdiction on an undivided level of court. to issue laws establishing administrative tribunal that are granted full autonomy to render their decisions and that are in charge of settling disputes arising between individuals and the federal administrative authorities, and to impose penalties on public servants for such adminis- 90 In fact, the model of undivided jurisdiction has never ceased to exist in Mexico; it is not used, however, whenever the law has established a non-judicial administrative tribunal that is "autonomous", to use the terminology of the Constitution.
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In 1984, the President of the Federal Republic of Brazil sent a message to the national Congress proposing the creation of an administrative (nonjudicial) tribunal for litigation which, in reality, implied solely non-judicial administrative jurisdiction without the possibility of subsequent judicial review. The proposal was not approved however, in light of the severe criticism from the legal community. The dualist system of judicial jurisdiction with a specific supreme court, as is currently found in Germany and Portugal, was incorporated into the territory of Latin America only by Colombia, where it has been in force since 1914. Despite its name of Consejo de Estado and the fact that its jurisdictional functions are situated alongside its consultative functions, the Supreme Court of the Colombian administrative jurisdiction is a body of the Judicial Branch. 1901, 1909, 1931, 1945, 1947, 1953, 1961 and 1999. 104 Paraguay adopted the monist judicial system. 105 Although ); the others failed to mention any body as having the authority to rule on such conflicts, so that Cuba, too, is considered to have established the judicial system of monist jurisdiction: Constitutions of 1869, 1878, 1895, 1897, 1901, 1940, 1952, 1959, 1976 (with the amendment of 1992 and 2002). In Brazil, the Constitutions that followed the proclamation of the Republic, those of 1891, 1934, 1937, 1945, 1967, 1969 and 1988 , all adopted the judicial system of monist jurisdiction.
Monist Judicial Jurisdiction (Limited Period): Colombia, Guatemala, Dominican Republic
Colombia (1821-1886), Guatemala (1824 Guatemala ( -1927 ) and the Dominican Republic (1854-1874, 1880-2010) experienced the undivided judicial system for a limited period of time.
The Colombian Constitutions of 1821, 1830, 1832, 1843, 1853, 1858 and 1863 do not refer to administrative litigation, which suggests that the Judiciary, in that period, exercised an undivided jurisdiction, including, within its area of authority, jurisdiction over conflicts of public interest involving the administrative authorities. The Constitution of 1830, 119 in particular, established the authority of the High Court of Justice to try any case involving contracts or transactions with the Executive Branch, which confirms the existence of a judicial system of monist jurisdiction that is inclined to settle private law disputes with public administrative authorities, while excluding from judicial evaluation matters of administrative law, which are considered to fall exclusively within the scope of the Executive. That rule was maintained with minor alterations in the Constitutions of 1832, 120 1858 121 and 1863.
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In Guatemala, the Constitutions of 1824, 1825, 1879 and 1921 do not establish any specific body with the authority to rule on conflicts involving the administrative authorities; it is therefore presumed to have a system of undivided jurisdiction system; the Constitution of 1839 refers to administrative litigation matters as one of the subject areas under the authority of the courts.
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In the Dominican Republic, the monist judicial jurisdiction, generally concentrated in the Supreme Court, predominated through much of its constitutional history ( 1908, 1924, 1934, 1942, 1955, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1966, 1994 1904, 1924, 1936, 1957 and 1982 , which were silent about administrative litigation; the only exception was the Constitution of 1965, which instituted a court that was autonomous vis-à-vis the Judiciary.
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In Ecuador, the Constitutions of 1830, 1835, 1843, 1851, 1852, 1861, 1869, 1878, 1884, 1897 and 1906 provided general rules about the Judiciary but without any mention of the state bodies responsible for administrative dispute resolution. Such silence was no doubt motivated by the desire of the constituent assembly to set up a judicial system of monist jurisdiction to resolve issues involving administrative authorities a system which remained in effect until the advent of the Constitution of 1929.
The Constitutional Amendment of 1992 established that administrative litigation is to be ruled on by a judicial body to be defined by law and that the Supreme Court will have the authority to deliver a final binding judgement in case of appeals from lower courts, as confirmed by the Constitution of 1998 144 : the monist judicial system was re-established in Ecuador in light of the Constitution. With the same orientation, the Constitution of 2008 stipulated that the acts of public powers could be challenged in Non-autonomous (body or court in a non-judicial structure, with a constitutional basis, and non-autonomous vis-à-vis the challenged authority)
HYBRID JURISDICTION (NON-JUDICIAL AND JUDI-CIAL)
Autonomous (body or court in a nonjudicial structure, with a constitutional basis and autonomous from the challenged authority and subject to a judicial body or court)
1965-1982: Honduras
Non-autonomous (body or court in a non-judicial structure, with a constitutional basis, non-autonomous vis-à-vis the challenged authority and subject to a judicial body or court) The predominance of the monist judicial system is not the only sign of U.S. influence to be found in the administrative justice systems of Latin-American countries; the expression due process of law, which was first provided for in the United States by the Bill of Rights (1791 Amendment to the U.S. Constitution), started to become incorporated in a number of different Latin-American constitutions and laws in the latter half of the 20 th Century. Such is the case with Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, nicaragua, Peru, the Dominican Republic, Uruguay and Venezuela.
III. Administrative Decisions Preceded by Due Process of Law
However, due process of law, which has been described in common law countries as procedural guarantees prior to administrative decisions that impose restrictions on individual rights, 162 has taken on a quite different form in Latin America.
The Fifth Amendment of 1791 to the U.S. Constitution reads as follows:
163 no person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the Militia, when in actual service in time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation. 164 The Fourteenth Amendment of 1868 has a similar orientation in Section 1: At the request of the Commons by their petitions put forth in this Parliament, to eschew the mischiefs and damages done to divers of his Commons by false accusers, which often times have made their accusations more for revenge and singular benefit than for the profit of the King, or of his people, which accused persons, some have been taken and caused to come before the King's council by writ, and otherwise upon grievous pain against the law, it is assented and accorded, for the good governance of the Commons, that no man be put to answer without presentment before justices or matter of record or by due process and writ original, according to the old law of the land; and if any thing from henceforth be done to the contrary, it shall be void in the law, and holden for error. In fact, due process of law, from the procedural point of view, in the genuine sense of common law, has never had any exact equivalent in Continental European law or other international and regional legal systems. It is even confused with effective judicial protection or the right to a fair trial.
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The [French] Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen of 1789 had a tremendous impact on Continental European public law; although its origins may be associated with the declarations of the north American colonies, 171 the fact is that it did not enshrine due process of law prior to administrative decisions; rather, it merely declares in Article 7 that the Judge's actions are bound by the existing statutes ("no man may be accused, arrested or detained except in the cases determined by the Law, and following the procedure that it has prescribed"), 172 in contrast to Article 12 of the Massachusetts Constitution of 1780, which extends the prohibition to cases of deprivation of property without a previous fail trial.
Similarly to the French Declaration of 1789, in the [United nations] Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), the previous fair trial as a prerequisite for enforcement of state actions restricting individual rights is limited to criminal charges. on other matters, the Declaration of 1948 refers to a fair defence for the determination of rights and obligations of individuals, which amounts to declaring the right to judicial protection for conflict-resolution. 174 And that is the predominant perspective in subsequent international conventions on what, in common law, was originally considered procedural due process of law. If, according to the letter of the U.S. Constitution, it was considered necessary for the jurisdiction (fair trial) to precede state decisions restricting any kind of individual rights (criminal charges, restriction on property rights, etc.), under the international norms, with a discreet but meaningful change in wording, only criminal charges require a previous fair trial. 175 The fact that the international norms generally refer to "determination" (recognition) of rights, for the purposes of being submitted to an autonomous and impartial tribunal, does not necessarily require a trial that must be prior to the administrative decisions restricting individual rights.
The European Convention on Human Rights (1950) contains the following passage:
In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an autonomous and impartial tribunal established by law." 
(1948). (Everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an autonomous and impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal charge against him

. (1950).
In the determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by a competent, autonomous and impartial tribunal established by law.
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The African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights (1981) maintains that "Every individual shall have the right to have his cause heard".
The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (2000) provides that "everyone whose rights and freedoms guaranteed by the law of the Union are violated has the right to an effective remedy before a tribunal", and that:
everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by a fair and autonomous and impartial tribunal previously established by law. Everyone shall have the possibility of being advised, defended and represented. In fact, Article 8.1 of the American Convention follows the international trend and departs from the concept originating in common law to the effect due process of law is a set of prior procedural guarantees that must necessarily be prior to any public action restricting individual rights and thus limiting itself to criminal charges.
d. AdministrAtive due proCess of lAw in lAtin-AmeriCAn Constitutions And lAws
In recent years, various Latin-American constitutional norms have started to make general references to due process of law, which usually conceive of it as inherent not just in judicial actions but also in administrative actions, apparently in keeping with the spirit of the US Constitutional Amendments of 1791 and 1868.
177 Art. 14. 178 eu charter of fundamental rtS., art. 47. 179 am. conVention on hum. rtS., art. 8.1.
Article 29 of the Colombian Constitution 1991 establishes that "due process is applicable to every class of judicial and administrative action"; According to Article 5 of the Brazilian Constitution of 1988, "no one shall be deprived of freedom or of his assets without due process of law" (subsection LIV), and "litigants in judicial or administrative proceedings and the accused in general shall be assured adversary proceedings and a full defence, with the associated means and resources" (subsection LV).
According to Article 49 of the Venezuelan Constitution of 1999, "due process is applicable to all judicial and administrative acts […]"; in the Dominican Republic, Article 69 of the Constitution of 2010 refers to "effective judicial protection and due process […]" and subsection 10 stipulates that "the rules of due process shall apply to every type of judicial and administrative acts".
Article 34 of the nicaraguan Constitution of 1995 specifies that:
everyone is a proceeding has the right, under equal conditions, to due process and effective judicial protection and, as part of these, the following minimum guarantees … The minimum guarantees established in due process and effective judicial protection in this trial are applicable to the administrative and judicial proceedings. (emphasis added)
In Ecuador, Article 23.27 of the Constitution of 1998 provides that "the minimum guarantees established in due process and in effective judicial protection in this article applicable to administrative and judicial proceedings"; in the Constitution of 2008, Article 169 reads as follows:
The procedural system is a means of achieving justice. The procedural rules shall establish the principles of simplified, uniform, effective, immediate, speedy and economic trials, and shall apply the guarantees of due process. Justice shall not be sacrificed for the mere omission of formalities.
Article 76 of the Constitution of 2008, in turn, establishes that:
In every proceeding that determines any type of rights and obligations, the right of due process shall be ensured, which shall include the following basic guarantees: 1. It is the responsibility of every administrative or judicial authority to ensure compliance with the applicable laws and the rights of the parties. (emphasis added)
In the following section, we shall discuss countries that generally provide for due process of law. Mexico, in Article 18 of the Constitution of 1917, requires that "the guarantee of due process be observed in all procedures applied to adolescents"; in Bolivia, with the Constitution of 2008, Article 115 II, stipulates that "the State guarantees the right to due process, and a universal, speedy, timely, free, and transparent system of justice and defence, without delays"; or Chile, with Article 19 of the Constitution of 1980, provides that:
every judgement by a body that exercises jurisdiction must be based on a duly processed prior proceeding. Legislators are therefore always responsible for establishing guarantees of a rational and fair procedures and investigation.
Article 139 of the Peruvian Constitution of 1993 refers to "observance of due process and jurisdictional protection […]"; and, finally, in Guatemala, Article 53 of the Constitution of 1965 includes a general provision according no one may be deprived of property without due process of law; and, Article 12 of the current Constitution of 1985 refers to due process of law as follows:
right to defence: the defence of the individual and of his rights is inviolable. no one maybe convicted or deprived of his rights without having been summoned, heard or convicted in a legal proceeding before a predetermined competent tribunal or judge. (emphasis added)
Regarding legislation, Argentina is worth mentioning, with its Law 19.549/72 (Ley de procedimientos administrativos), which provides, in Article 1 (f) that individuals involved in administrative procedures have the right to procedural due process; in Uruguay, with its Article 5 of the Ley de procedimientos administrativos, according to which individuals involved in administrative procedures enjoy the rights and guarantees inherent in due process.
e. CAse lAw of the europeAn And inter-AmeriCAn Courts of humAn riGhts: independenCe And impArtiAlity in non-JudiCiAl AdministrAtive proCeedinGs, And due proCess of lAw prior to AdministrAtive deCisions
In fact, there are many points in common between procedural due process of law, in the form in which it evolved in the United States, and the right to a fair trial of the European Convention of Human Rights, especially the fact that both of them are applicable to administrative cases, as originally provided for by U.S. constitutional law.
In that respect, despite the controversy surrounding the expression civil rights and obligations in Article 6.1 of the Human Rights Convention in relation to administrative law conflicts, the European has interpreted this clause to be binding not only on the courts: the Court is not prevented from qualifying a particular domestic body, outside the domestic judiciary, as a "court" for the purpose of the Vilho Eskelinen test. An administrative or parliamentary body may be viewed as a "court" in the substantive sense of the term, thereby rendering Article 6 applicable to civil servants' disputes. The conclusion as to the applicability of Article 6 is, however, without prejudice to the question of how procedural guarantees were complied with in such proceedings.
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The Inter-American Court of Human Rights follows the same orientation as the European Court: it interprets the expression "Garantías Judiciales" or Judicial guarantees (translated as "Right to a Fair Trial" in the official English version) contained in the title of Article 8 of the Inter-American Convention does not prevent other state bodies unrelated to the Judiciary from trying the merits of the case and from [being required to] observe the guarantees of due process of law.
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When examining a decision of the Uruguayan Administrative Court, the Inter-American Court point out that: it was very specific and precise in establishing that certain components of the guarantees necessary for ensuring due process are also applicable to in the non-judicial sphere in a context in which issues related to personal rights may be under discussion. Thus, the Court has understood in its previous case law that the characteristics of impartiality and independence […] should be mandatory for any body in charge of ruling on the rights and obligations of individuals. With that in mind, […] they should not only correspond to strictly jurisdictional bodies but the provisions of Article 8.1 of the Convention are also applicable to administrative decisions.
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There is one characteristic of due process of law, however, conceived in 1792, that is irreconcilable with the right to a fair trial [processo efetivo], as interpreted by the European Court, that is of great importance for understanding the current stage of administrative justice in the Latin America: the prior nature of procedural due process of law. It does not form part of the legal tradition of Continental Europe or of Latin-American administrative law: the existence of a proceeding (trial) that is conducted under the responsibility of an autonomous or quasi-judicial administrative authority and generally precedes the enforcement of the relevant administrative decision. A debate is therefore necessary, at the current state of ContinentalEuropean law, in order to discuss whether due process of law should be considered an integral part of administrative actions restricting individual rights (initial administrative decisions) or should only be considered to form part of the decisions (judicial or non-judicial decisions) that settle conflicts concerning administrative actions that have already restricted an individual's rights or are in the process of doing.
According to the European Court case law, if the national laws provide means of appealing an administrative decision, they should be subject to the rules of Article 6.1 of the Convention; thus, if such means are absent, the Convention is applied only in the appellate phase, which demonstrates that a prior proceeding is not a sine qua non for administrative decisions to arise; moreover, if the appeal is made before the Judiciary, the independence of the decision-making administrative authority even becomes dispensable.
In this context, the right to a fair trial implies a means of appeal rather than a constituent element of the administrative decision. The practical difference is substantial: while under the system of a right to a fair trial, the challenged administrative decision only ceased to be effective ab initio in the case of periculum in mora and fumus boni iuris (for which the claimant bears the burden of proof), in an interim relief measure, under the system of due process of law, the administrative decision does not enter into effect until after the completion of the preliminary proceeding, and inversely, the exception to that rule depends on periculum in mora and fumus boni iuris, both of which must be proven by the the administrative authority The Latin-American doctrine according to which prior administrative due process (debido procedimiento administrativo) is a sine qua non for the elaboration of administrative decisions restricting individual rights is merely rhetorical. 185 That is so because such measures are most never correspond th Century, the administrative jurisdiction was still confused with the administrative authorities' power of autotutela [power to correct its own illegal mistakes], that is to say that administrative disputes were tried by the administrative authorities themselves.
187 Thus, the expression administrative proceeding (processo) could not be used outside the scope of the Executive; and in some cases not even in the Executive, when it was not capable of establishing autonomous bodies to resolve disputes.
The proceeding is inherent in the jurisdiction, and neither of them can dispense with autonomous management in relation to the parties to the dispute. 188 The judges' concern for maintaining independence from the monarchy dates back to Article 39 of the Magna Carta de 1215; it is inconceivable for a judge to try his own case.
Independence was not only the spark that gave rise to administrative justice in the 19 th Century and to the development of specific administrative law, but even today it is considered to be an element inseparable from the jurisdictional function. Independence is expressly incorporated into a number of different national and international norms, such as the European Convention of Human Rights (Article 6.1) and the American Convention on Human Rights (Article 8.1).
It is therefore possible to argue that in the period in which it was inconceivable for administrative jurisdiction to be autonomous from the public administrative authorities, the expression processo administrativo (administrative proceeding) was inapplicable. The expression of will of the administrative authorities involving the citizen could be called a procedimento administrativo (administrative procedure), although that term would be more appropriate for administrative actions that were interna corporis or that could not place the rights or interests of individuals at risk.
cial and Non-judicial -for Ibero-America lays down principles governing due process of law for judicial proceedings [art. 37] and implicitly for non-judicial proceedings [arts. 6 and 7]; an administrative proceeding is considered to be any proceeding, subject to guarantees of an adversarial hearing and a full defence, that is intended to prepare administrative decisions that may affect the interests or rights of private citizens, as well as any procedure in which a public-or private-law dispute arises between an administrative authority and a citizen, or a dispute between individuals or legal entities that may be resolved by an administrative authority [ By gaining independence vis-à-vis the administrative authorities, the administrative jurisdiction tended to move away from the Executive, and so did the corresponding (administrative) proceeding. In the case of an administrative jurisdiction before the Judiciary, the processo administrativo (administrative proceeding) should be qualified by the term judicial: processo administrativo judicial (judicial administrative proceeding).
However, the jurisdiction is not always before the Judiciary, as, for example, in the system of non-judicial administrative jurisdiction (justice déléguée), which currently exists in Uruguay and Mexico. According to Monroy, "the dilemma of jurisdiction is not who exercises or personifies it but what it fundamentally means". 189 In fact, in order for a jurisdiction to become autonomous, it need only detach itself from the authority involved in the conflict, and not necessarily from the Executive by means of an administrative agency and its administrative judges as in the United States, where procedural due process of law is sought within the Executive.
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At any rate, in this case, the expression processo administrativo [administrative proceeding] would be correct in relation to a non-judicial administrative jurisdiction and, to differentiate it from a processo directed by the judicial authorities (which would also be a fair trial), it is called a nonjudicial administrative proceeding (processo administrativo não judicial).
However, not infrequently in certain Latin-America legal systems the processo administrativo is associated with situations in which there is no autonomous jurisdiction or, more precisely, where there are no guarantees of due process of law (a fair trial); and vice-versa: procedimento administrativo [administrative procedure] is used to refer to situations in which there is an autonomous jurisdiction. Asimow, supra note 9, at 3-32. 191 According to Manuel María Diez, "algunos autores usan los términos proceso y procedimiento como sinónimos. Esta posición es insostenible, ya que no se pueden identificar ambas instituciones ignorando el problema que presentan" ["certain authors use the terms "proceso" and "procedimiento" as synonyms. that position is untenable since the two insitutions cannot be confused without being aware of the resulting problems]. Pedro aBeraStury & maria roSa cilurzo, curSo de Procedimiento adminiStratiVe, 17 (1998). 192 Lei no. 9.784, de 29 de Janeiro de 1999 (Law on federal administrative proceedings).
which lack prerrogatives to act with effective independence; 193 the LatinAmerican Constitutions and laws that provide for due process of law do so by inserting it within a declared administrative procedimento.
In Continental Europe, the expression processo administrativo (administrative proceeding) is used to refer to the courts or to a proceeding in progress before an autonomous or non-judicial authority: a procedimento administrativo is a procedure that is carried out with a body that lacks autonomous jurisdiction.
G. AdministrAtive due proCess prior to deCisions By AdministrAtive Authorities in lAtin AmeriCA
Administrative law in Latin America is more heavily influenced by the European tradition than by the spirit of the laws of due process. In Latin America, the system of undivided jurisdiction prevails and its courts commonly make up for the absence of prior due process of law by means of broad judicial review in which those same guarantees are provided. 194 In practice, however, the logic of due process of law becomes ineffectual in the administrative sphere.
In addition, the reality of the Latin-American administrative authorities is not compatible with a system of autonomous or quasi-autonomous authorities. 199 The classic border between administrative functions and jurisdictional functions, according to Monroy, is provided by the primary and secondary effect that they produce, respectively, in the area of social relations. The administrative activity is primary insofar as it is designed to be performed immediately and directly vis-à-vis citizens; on the other hand, jurisdictional activity is secondary: i.e., it is only present when laws that are intended to be complied with spontaneously, including administrative laws and the actions of the authorities are rejected by citizens and a mechanism is necessary to ensure their effectiveness or compliance in a voluntary or forced manner. 200 This explains the reluctance to admit the primary jurisdiction, i.e., a jurisdiction prior to the administrative decision and, especially, as an integral part of it.
This situation is not changed by the case law of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights which, following the example of the European Court, requires a fair trial (effective proceeding) by an autonomous tribunal for administrative cases within the public administrative authorities. 201 This is so because the jurisdiction to which it refers in its precedents, despite its non-judicial nature, does not necessarily include the contents of the initial administrative decision and is mainly used for any conflicts resulting from such decisions; in other words, the case law of the European and Inter-American Courts relates to non-judicial bodies, such as the French Council of State or Uruguayan Administrative Court -which is not equivalent to a public administrative authority with primary -merely executive or jurisdictional --functions. 202 In reality, regarding the procedure prior to restrictive administrative decisions, the Inter-American Court decided that: the guarantees contemplated in Article 8.1 of the Convention are also applicable to cases in which a certain public authority adopts decisions that rule on such rights 203 , taking into account that although it cannot be required to provide the guarantees characteristic of a jurisdictional body it must nonetheless provide the guarantees designed to ensure that the decision will not be arbitrary 204 .)
The scholarly writings of Hispanic Latin America have preferred the expression debido procedimiento legal to differentiate it from due process of law, which is inherent only in a judicial proceeding (trial) conducted before an autonomous body. However, besides the risk of confusion with procedural due process of law (the counterpart of substantive due process of law), it fails to answer the essence of the question: Is an (autonomous) jurisdiction inherent in an initial administrative decision or not?
There can be no doubt that autonomous jurisdiction is not an exclusive function of the Judiciary; it can be exercised by the Executive. It would be mere speculation to project the present debate into a past period when the Judiciary supposed to devote itself exclusively to questions of private law and the Executive to public law (ruling on disputes, as well) -at the time, an autonomous administrative decision-making body was inconceivable.
It is therefore time to confront the central topic of this article: the prior nature that is required for observance of due process of law in the acts of the public administrative authorities, as expressed in U.S. administrative and constitutional law, 205 and in the Latin-American laws and constitutions, even though no corresponding concept is to be found in the InterAmerican Convention of Human Rights and in the European Convention of Human Rights.
Is due process of law, through jurisdiction, a prerequisite for the formation of an administrative decision restricting individual rights under Latin-American law?
In reality, according to the letter of most of the laws in force in Latin America, what is required is for the administrative decision to originate from a fair proceeding, in order words, observance of the prior guarantees of due process of law is a condition precedent for the enforcement of administrative decisions. That is the mens legis.
In this context, if the State requires but does not provide for prior jurisdiction by means of a non-judicial administrative proceeding offering the guarantees of a fair trial, the logical corollary will be for judicial proceeding to perform that function and to serve as a protective instrument prior to the enforcement of an administrative decision restricting an individual's rights; this, in turn, would to undesirable results, as shown in the introduction to this paper: exacerbated judicial review, made even worse by a monist judicial system with non-specialised judges (although there are occasionally specialised bodies in the monist system, the judges have not been organised in a specialised career path).
It is insufficient to argue that compliance with the due process of law clause could be ensured even without a prior non-judicial administrative proceeding if a rejected claimant party could have recourse to a judicial means of challenging the decision, unless that judicial means of challenge automatically (unconditionally) suspended the enforceability of the disputed administrative decision and also involved a trial with full powers of review; that is the only way that would make it equivalent to a judicial (or essentially jurisdictional) proceeding prior to an administrative decision restricting the rights of an individual.
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From a different perspective, regarding administrative decisions made at the request of an individual, the question has now been examined whether the petitioner should have the option of [first] exhausting the recourses in the non-judicial administrative channels or else initiate judicial proceedings immediately. 207 In effect, that option does not correspond to suitable organisation of the state: if the non-judicial administrative appeal is nontransferrable, it should be rejected. There are only two possibilities: either the non-judicial administrative appeal is indispensable as a prerequisite for access to a judicial proceeding or it has no function at all and should be discarded (as a prerequisite for access to a judicial action).
on the other hand, from a more rigid perspective, to affirm that the prior administrative appeal as a prerequisite for legal action is necessary on the grounds that the authorities that the authorities have the exclusive right to reverse their decisions 208 amounts to confusing the 19 of the power of autotutela [the authority's power to correct its own illegal actions] with the contemporary concept of administrative dispute resolution. The indispensability of the prior proceeding (non-judicial administrative appeal) should be proportional to its effectiveness and, consequently, to the limits of review in any posterior judicial review.
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Thus, there are two possibilities: either the proceeding is started at the initiative of petitioner appealing against a decision denying his petition that was issued at the end of a fair proceeding conducted by autonomous authorities, or else such a proceeding becomes merely decorative and should be discarded. However, as in the previous situation (proceeding initiated ex officio), if a non-judicial administrative appeal results in another decision against the petitioner in the appellate phase, then we should rethink the scope-intensity -of appropriate judicial supervision to avoid the risk of creating overlapping jurisdictions.
It would lead to an undesirable duplication of jurisdictions to a adopt a fair and impartial hearing (procedural due process) prior to the [enforcement of the] administrative decision, while at the same time maintaining a judicial system of administrative jurisdiction (monist or dualist) or a nonjudicial jurisdiction with broad powers of review (exhaustive review), in both cases, a posteriori to the administrative decision. 210 The alternative seems to tend toward the U.S. model of judicial review: a hybrid system of administrative jurisdiction.
IV. Closing Considerations
The historical evolution of the administrative jurisdiction in Europe from the 19 th Century shows that independence is a vital prerequisite for its existence; the location of that jurisdiction within the structure of the state is of merely secondary importance: whether on the level of the Judiciary, the Executive, or divided between the two, or in entities that are autonomous from both the Judiciary and the Executive.
Administrative jurisdiction is currently conceived of as inherent in a fair trial and must not be confused with the primary actions of public 209 on the scope of judicial administrative jurisdiction as proportional to the effectiveness of the prior administrative decisions, see, in general, PerlinGeiro, supra note 3, at 293-331 (2015); aSimow, supra note 9, at 3-32. 210 Based on such premises, the combination of the organisation of the administrative jurisdiction within the state (non-judicial, judicial or hybrid; monist or dualist) and the nature of the means of elaboration of administrative decisions that restrict the rights and interests of individuals (whether based on proceedings or procedures) lays the groundwork for the formation of a model of administrative justice.
The scope and intensity of the administrative jurisdiction are proportional to the level of specialisation of the state bodies by which it is exercised; the greater the scope and intensity of the jurisdiction prior to the formation of the administrative decision (prior review), the less important the bodies devoted to a posteriori jurisdiction (subsequent review) will be; and vice-versa: both the duplication and the absence of jurisdiction are undesirable.
It is therefore necessary to analyse the optimal point in time for the administrative jurisdiction: review before or review after the formation of the administrative decision?
In the current legal system of Latin-American countries, the fair trial is advocated as inherent in the formation of administrative decisions, and due process of law is expressly adopted; besides that, since the 19 th Century, the judicial system of monist jurisdiction has predominated in Latin-American.
on the model of the common law countries, it would be natural to imagine in Latin America a reinforced non-judicial administrative jurisdiction prior to administrative decisions (primary jurisdiction) side by side with a non-specialised judicial jurisdiction that is prone to show deference to administrative decisions.
In practice, however, the opposite situation occurs: there are no administrative proceedings and no jurisdiction that is really prior to the administrative decision; and the Judiciary, which lacks an autonomous administrative jurisdictional structure, occasionally endeavours to form special administrative sections.
The US influence on the Latin-American model of administrative justice seems to be outweighed by the Continental-European Tradition.
In this context, where the current legislation is divorced from reality, we are trying to determine where the Latin-American administrative jurisdiction is heading. How can we interpret the evolutionary historical framework of its administrative justice over the 200 years of its existence and put it in perspective?
Even after the influence of the U.S. Constitution with respect to the unified judicial system, in the early 19 th Century, and of administrative and procedural due process of law in the late 20 th Century, Ibero-America, naturally oriented by civil law, remains tied to the culture of ContinentalEuropean administrative law.
The transformations undergone by administrative law in European countries have not been followed in Latin America, however, resulting in a lacuna in its administrative justice system that can still be felt today.
In the Europe of the first half of the 19 th Century, discussions were raised about an administrative jurisdiction separated from the public administrative authorities, even in the hands of a specialised Judiciary; in contrast, in Latin America, the constitutions of the period did not even tackle the subject but contented themselves with creating a Judicial Branch to try "administrative disputes" (contentieux administratif) commensurate with the cases that were tried in 18 th -Century Europe, that is to say, in practice, restricted to what would now be considered private-law conflicts involving the administrative authorities, since, in that century, the range of governmental actions (acte du gouvernement) immune to jurisdiction was defined too broadly.
The evolution of administrative jurisdiction in Europe gradually became noticed in Latin America in various ways; it was not until the end of the 19 th Century that timid experiments were begun with a system of specialised jurisdiction which, in certain countries, was tied to the Judiciary and, in others, separated from both the Judiciary and the Executive. This system is currently found in only five different Latin American countries: Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, Colombia, Uruguay and Mexico.
The absolute majority of the Latin-American countries have adopted the unified judicial system, which, however, since it is inherent in common law, was not easily assimilated by them and made little progress towards the innovations displayed by US administrative law from the late 19 th Century: with administrative authorities capable of conducting a fair trial as a prerequisite for the elaboration of administrative decisions, which tended to be challenged by the Judiciary only when they were [obviously] illegal and unreasonable.
In that respect, the Judiciary's lack of specialisation and constant deference to the administrative authorities in the United States were made up for by the increasing effectiveness of due process of law in non-judicial sphere prior to the formation of administrative decisions (primary jurisdiction).
It wasn't until the late 20 th Century, when democracy was restored to much of Latin America, that the Judiciary started exercising more intense supervision of administrative actions (including the use of discretionary powers) and began to create certain adjudicating bodies specialising the field of administrative law.
The excessive load on the courts, however, is the most obvious sign that the system has failed.
The occasional specialised bodies -typical of the monist judicial system -are incapable of avoiding the trend of their judges to show favouritism towards administrative actions or (in the exceptional cases in which they act more boldly) of eliminating the mistrust of the jurisdiction aroused by the administrative authorities, who claim that the courts are abusing their authority and that the judicial decisions are of doubtful quality.
Moreover, in Latin America, civil servants in positions of authority do not always have legal expertise and, in most cases, their duties include both investigation and decision-making in the context of administrative procedures that result in decisions restricting the rights of individuals.
now that it has become firmly established that administrative decisions are subject not only to the applicable statutes but also to the supremacy of constitutional law and international human rights conventions --a concept which has become ingrained in Latin-American and Continental European legal doctrines and encouraged by the case law by the European and Inter-American Courts of Human Rights -public administrative authorities are required to have a high level of legal expertise, along with a certain degree of independence in decision-making.
It is also extremely important to understand that the effects of administrative decisions on the interests of private citizens, guided by respect for their fundamental rights, must be the result of fair hearing, in which the decision-making authorities must not be confused with the executive authorities.
In this context, it is inevitable to conceive of an administrative jurisdiction that is implemented in two distinct phases, before and after the elaboration of the administrative decision, in order to satisfy both the need for all public institutions to respect the Rule of Law and the guarantee of effective judicial protection, although not necessarily in the hands of the Judiciary.
Without many alternatives, this is currently the road that should be followed by the administrative jurisdiction in Latin America.
The panorama of Latin-American constitutional and statutory law makes it strikingly clear that administrative jurisdiction must be handled by a Judiciary that lacks a specialised structure (except for the five countries mentioned above), while at the same time due process of law must clearly be a constituent element of administrative decisions that restrict the rights of individual.
It has therefore become urgently necessary to advocate a reform of the State by endowing it with a structure capable of conducting prior jurisdictional proceedings through civil servants trained in law and autonomous, impartial and specialised administrative authorities.
As the State becomes structured in such a way as to create a primary jurisdiction for the elaboration of administrative decisions, a posteriori jurisdictional supervision will cease to be the only protective mechanism and the interests of the individual will be safeguarded better, because citizens will not have to suffer the consequences of a decision against them until they have first had an opportunity to defend themselves in a fair trial.
If the Continental-European legal system now co-exists with non-judicial procedures prior to administrative decision and a predominantly a posteriori administrative jurisdiction it is because its culture enables administrative authorities, despite their lack of independence, to act with reliable degrees of impartiality.
The same cannot be said of Latin America, however, where it would be advisable to split the jurisdiction (corresponding to a proceeding conducted by autonomous judges or authorities) by shifting part of it to a non-judicial phase prior to the formation of the administrative decision.
The Latin-American of model administrative justice tends to rely on European experience but it cannot continue to draw its inspiration from that source because, paradoxically, it would not provide individuals with sufficient guarantees in today's Latin America.
The Latin-American model is moving towards a transitional phase, in search for the implementation of the administrative due process of law that is enshrined in its constitutions and laws and inherent in its unified judicial system that has been in force for 200 years.
Finally, the Latin-American organisational model is tending to move towards the hybrid jurisdictional system of the United States, experienced by Honduras in the 1960s and 80s, but which is not completely similar to it. It is a model that tends to preserve its own identity because the LatinAmerican experience with non-judicial jurisdiction has moved towards bodies and tribunals that are autonomous from the Executive, as we have seen in Bolivia, Panama, the Dominican Republic, Colombia, Guatemala, Ecuador and Uruguay in the 19 th and 20 th Centuries.
